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The Academy began in 2009 with a group of nine passionate young adults who were hungry for an extra
portion of teaching and challenge, those who wanted to go deeper in their relationship with Jesus. Over the
last several years we have been intent on refining and improving the programme of training that we offer in
Freedom Church. Since then, we have planted campuses around the world from our base in Hereford and
have seen many of our students go out to help in the launching and establishing of those newer locations.

OUR PURPOSE
At Freedom Church, we believe in building up the next generation, and as a result we’re constantly
searching for new ways to train, inspire, challenge and release the potential inside the incredible young
adults around us. In the last few years we have seen dozens of passionate people commit to a year of
input, teaching, and serving in the church to grow them and unlock the potential within them. Our church
has a vision to plant churches and went from one location to four in nine months during 2011. We have
been planting and growing ever since, with locations springing up all over the world. Part of the purpose
of the Academy is to train those who are passionate about going to build into one of our Freedom Church
locations around the globe. Whilst inspiring the next generation to become the leaders they were created
to be.

Freedom church Academy combines group teaching and smaller tutor
groups in order to create a varied and flexible programme that suits a variety
of learning styles and gifts. We are committed to refining character while
teaching foundational leadership principles and practical skills. Every student
is provided with personal support, encouragement, and accountability.

HOW IT
WORKS
DEVELOPED OVER
				 THE YEARS

SERVING OPPORTUNITIES

The Academy has been carefully put together to
refine the unique gifts and passions that God has
given each of us, while developing character and
wisdom for everyone involved. Every student will be
a part of the mandatory Leadership Development
stream.
The course runs for 10 months, one Academic year,
starting in September and finishing in June, with a
winter and Easter break.

GENERAL LAYOUT
Academy sessions run as follows:
TUESDAY - 9.30am - 4.00pm
WEDNESDAY - 9.30am - 1.00pm
At 1pm, you then have tutor group, which is a group
of 3 to 4 of your fellow students led by a member
of Freedom Church staff or leadership. Your tutor
groups are an hour long, but they are an opportunity
to discuss in depth what God is doing in your life.
After tutor time on the Wednesday, you will have
a serving opportunity and a time to seek personal
fitness.

Every Family has it’s own Identity and unique
character. Here in Freedom we believe that our
DNA perfectly encapsulates our character.
Being a part of our Academy programme both
ensures that you get some of the very best
theologically sound teaching, but you also get to
fully emerse yourself in the culture and figure out
what it means to call Freedom church, home for
the year.
This includes getting the opportunity to serve in
teams, regularly on sundays, but also throughout
the year in our various events, Such as our Anual
gathering “The Cave”.

As an Academy student, you get the chance to see
behind the scenes. The general day to day running
of Freedom church. Alongside serving on sundays,
you will get the opportunity to apply for Internships.
Where you will get to serve and work alongside
some of our leadership team here in Freedom.

2020
ACADEMY
SCHEDULE
This course is flexible to cater to a variety of strengths and passions. Based on previous experience,
we would strongly advise that you have a day off each week to rest, relax, and go have some fun! We
would also advise that you plan more in your week than just the leadership stream. It is important to
have some structure to your weekly schedule, so make the most of every opportunity.
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ACADEMY
CURRICULUM
The aim of the curriculum is to teach vital leadership principles that will equip in
every situation. We will look at the purpose and calling of the church, focus on the
character and heart of a leader, and begin to explore the unique call and gifting
that God has placed inside each one of us.
On Tuesdays and Wednesdays we teach in series, taking a couple of weeks at a
time to cover these topics and many more that we have seen God use to shape
and equip students on Freedom Academy:

THE CHURCH //

What is the church, our purpose,
our commands, our doctrine and our expression of those
in Freedom Church? Why do we do what we do? How can
we do it better?

CULTURE // How it can shape us, and how we can shape
it. How do we communicate, to be relevant to every culture?
Where do your thoughts, attitudes and beliefs come from,
and how do they affect the way you live?

JESUS // What are the key lessons we can learn from the
leadership of Jesus on earth? What examples did he leave
for us, and how do we learn from them?

DISCIPLINE //

How do we live with discipline? What
do we need to start and stop, and why? Breaking destructive habits, and creating healthy habits; both are crucial to
achieving what God has for us. How will you do it?

CHARACTER // What is it, and does yours look as it
should? How is your character tested, and how should you
respond?

TEAM // How do you work with others? What role do you
take when working in team? How can you be as effective as
possible when part of a team?

THE CALL OF GOD // What is the call of God on your
life? What is it that he has created you for? By looking at
your hopes, your passions and your gifting, we’ll learn how
to take those dreams from vision to reality.

CURRICULUM
CONTINUED
You will have the opportunity to develop
practical leadership skills through a
combination of classroom teaching and
hands-on experience. The teaching will be
split by term as shown below.

TERM 1 - PASTORAL LEADERSHIP
How do I pastor someone?
How can I help people find spiritual freedom?
What breaks the heart and what mends the heart?
How can I answer people’s questions?
What does it mean to love others as God does?
You will receive training in how to mentor people
through difficult situations.

TERM 2 - CHURCH PLANTING
What does it take to plant church?
How can I prepare spiritually?
How can I prepare financially?
What is self-leadership?
How do I make the most of every opportunity in
planting?
You will hear from Freedom’s most experienced
church-planters.

TERM 3 - LOCATION DEVELOPMENT
How can I better serve my location?
What can I add to my church?
How can I improve my speaking and communication?
What is the difference between leadership and
management?
How can I lead through serving?
You will hear from location leaders around the world
about how they develop their locations.
Leaders are faith builders and team builders; leaders
inspire vision and victory; leaders set their hearts on
the big picture and their eyes on the details. Do you
want to be a leader worth following?

TUTORING
Academy is built on a pastoral system of tutor
groups. Every Academy student will be a part of a
small tutor group, where you will have the chance
to talk through the teaching you have received, ask
questions and share what God is doing in you.
Our tutors are some of the best leaders. They are
there to be your greatest encourager, pulling out
the potential in you, holding you accountable and
inspiring you to achieve all God has planned for you
in this year. They will be the ones getting hands on,
walking and praying with you through the personal
challenges, frustrations and adventures that this
year will bring.
One afternoon a week will be dedicated to time in your
tutor group or meeting with your tutor individually.
This is a space to be open and vulnerable. To have
those conversations, and to press in on those areas
of life that you know need healing and growth.
The chance to have a tutor who is dedicated to you,
and your personal growth is such a blessing. We can
honestly say that the biggest breakthroughs, greatest
revelations come from both time with your tutor’s and
the people you get to do life with, here at the forge.

ACCOMMODATION
As a part of the programme, it is a requirement
for students to live onsite here at the Forge,
Hereford.
The Forge
161
Holme Lacy road,
Hereford,
HR2 6DG
The Forge is an incredible facility and we as
Freedom Church are so blessed to be able to
utilise it. The site is a mixed use venue for staff,
residents, church events and private hire.
This is also the site where you as students will
take part in Academy sessions and various events
throughout the year.
The Forge is approximatley 25 minute walk
to the city of Hereford, 35 minutes walk from
the Freedom Centre. (Our main building in the
centre of town) and just a five minute walk away
from the nearest shops.

There are various modes of transport such as buses, taxis, Beryl bikes, etc.
You may want to consider purchasing a bike to get around.
Student’s will be assigned into two differnet wings. With seperate rooms and
living areas for males and females. Each wing will consist of roughly eight to
ten students sharing a large kitchen, living and dining space. Every student
will have a choice of their own bedroom or a shared room, furnished with a
single bed, wardrobe, mirror, desk, sink unit and lamp.
Rooms can be rented from £300 per month, which includes all bills and
internet access.
*This can vary dependant on the size of a room.*

INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS
Academy was founded and is based here

in Hereford, England. Over the years we
have been able to expand and now have
Locations across the Globe that also
provide the programme. These being,
Chennai, India, Kampala, Uganda and
our most recent Location, Raleigh, North
Carolina.
Academy is an English speaking
programme, so we require that your
English is of a good enough standard to
follow the teaching, engage in discussions
and submit assignments when necessary.

VISAS
As of right now If you are travelling from a country in the EU you will not
require a VISA to enter the UK. However in the next year, that is set to change.
If you are coming from a country outside the EU, you will require a VISA to enter the UK.
In most cases this visa will make it illegal for you to work during your time in the UK,
so you will need to rely on savings or sponserships to support you in your time here.
We would love to help you work through the visa application process and
answer any questions that you have. Just email us at:

academy@freedomchurch.cc

TESTIMONY
We both grew up in Christian families back in
Poland loving God and going to church every
Sunday. We were heavily involved in the youth
ministry within our church, but we always felt like
there had to be more, More than just what we
knew. We just didn’t know how to grasp it.
When Kaleb’s older sister, Natalia, attended
Academy in 2013 we saw such an incredible
transformation in her life. This lead to a few years
later in 2016 when Eunika, Kalebs other sister
felt the call to do Academy.
Eunika kept insisting that we needed to do the
course together, as a married couple. We were
sceptical of it at first as we didn’t want to leave
our family’s and ministry in Poland. Moving to
England would mean having to find jobs and we
would have to learn another language. It also
meant leaving studies behind, as Deb still had a
year left of university.

leadership gifting developed as we grew closer than ever to
the heart of God and,each other. In the months that followed
we not only discovered the purpose and calling on our life,
but we were also equipped with the skills to boldly step into
it.
Academy has also allowed us to build friendships and family
that we believe will last forever.

Having said all that we still felt like we were living an
ordinary life and God said it’s not your fit and you need
to break out of it. So we took a step of faith and month
after we got married we moved to Hereford.
			
The first few months of Academy were challenging and
showed us that there’s a lot of work that God needed
to do in our hearts and in our character, before we
could step into whatever he was calling us to. During
Academy we realised that we had been carrying
unnecessary weight that God wanted to set us free
from. We started questioning our motives and whether
we really truly knew God.
We had amazing leaders who poured into us both
individually and as a couple. We really began to
understand what a healthy marriage looked like. Our

At the end of Academy, God completely changed our plans
for our life. We had originally intended to take what we had
learnt from Academy and head back to Poland.
We felt called to build church in Cape Town, South Africa and
that’s what we’re doing right now. Still experiencing God’s
fullness and we’re amazed by the peace in our life. He is
providing in every possible way, financially, spiritually and
relationally. We hear Him louder than ever and have never

felt so secure in our relationship with the father.
Now Debs sister and her husband, seeing the
transformation in our lives, how we grew from being just
believers to people of amazing faith; Have decided to do
Academy as well.
we wouldn’t exchange that experience for anything, we
have learned and grown so much.
Kaleb & Deb

GRADUATES
GEOFF & SIAN VERMAUT
HEREFORD
Sian was a part of the original Academy year group in 2009/10 and was
a part of the launch team in Freedom Cardiff, moving there to plant the
new campus and see it develop. Geoff took part in the 2011/12 year and
moved from Brugge to Hereford to access this year of training. From
there he moved to Cardiff, served on worship, and got married! Geoff
and Sian servied as the Brugge campus pastors for a number of years
before being called to become campus pastors in Hereford!

			
SCARLETT TROTMAN
						
MOMBASA
Scarlett took part in the 2010/11 Academy year and then moved to
Uganda to help launch and establish our first overseas Freedom
campus. After spending a year in Kampala, she returned to the UK,
got married, and now she and her husband Matt are campus pastors
for our Mombasa church plant in Kenya!

LUKE & SOPHIE HANCORN
INDIA
Luke and Sophie were both involved in our 2011/12 Academy year.
Luke was involved in the launch, and the first 18 months, of establishing
church in Siem Reap, our first Asian location in Cambodia. Sophie was
involved in the Kampala campus in Uganda, building into Kids and the
Freedom Heroes movement. Luke and Sophie then both transitioned
to our Brugge campus where they served as the Zeal Pastors until
getting married, moving to India, and becoming campus pastors!

KATELYN KENEDY
RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA
							
Katelyn was apart of the Academy 18/19 year group and is now currently apart of the Freedom
Raleigh Church Plant Team. She stepped into her Academy year very new to recommitting her
life to Jesus and she was certainly in the unknown. She took a step of faith and in that God
truly transformed her life radically within a year. She was deeply healed, reclaimed her identity,
understood her calling and laid down the things of the world to pursue the call of Jesus on her life.
“Academy was a life changing year for me. It equipped me, strengthened me and challenged me.
It led me into a greater truth and authentic relationship with my savior. I truly found myself this last
year - the support, teaching, accountability and community of Academy definitely impacted this.”

JOHN SMITHERAM
CHELTENHAM
John has been a part of Freedom Church from when he was
was in Freedom Kids. Over the years, he grew in confidence
of God’s calling over his life. He felt it was the right time to do
Academy in the 2017/18 year. Now, he’s confident as a child of God
and has begun building into our Cheltenham campus.

PETE ASGHAR-SANDYS
CHENNAI, INDIA
Pete grew up in Freedom Hereford, but left to do university in Leeds. He
dropped out of University and decided to join our 2017/18 year group. For Pete
a big reason for doing Academy was for comfort, However he actually found
it out to be the most uncomfortable year of his life. “That may seem a strange
thing to say, but you don’t grow in your comfort zone.” As a child Pete was
diagnosed with ‘Asperger’s syndrome’ which is a form of autism, it affected
him socially and how he interacted with the world. Over the course of the
Academy year he was completely healed of Asperger’s and experienced a
radical transformation from God.
He is now a part of our Campus in Chennai, India.

WENDY KAKOTA
BIRMINGHAM
Wendy was a key part of our Brugge campus for many years before moving
to Hereford to be a part of our 2017/18 Academy. For Wendy, Academy
looked like a year of stepping into the unknown and being launched into
what God called her to. During her time on the course God did such a deep
work in restoring her identity in Him and casting out all the deep rooted fears
on to him. He taught her how to fearlessly love and be loved in a greater
way, mostly through being surrounding by people who she would now
consider my lifelong friends. After completing the year, Wendy joined the
plant team for our Capetown Campus. She was part of the team out there for
6 months, and has now relocated to Birmingham.

THE
INVESTMENT
FREEDOM ACADEMY
YEAR-LONG COST - £1600
CREATIVE ACADEMY + £800

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
1 - ACADEMY IS A LEADERSHIP COURSE, BUT I DON’T THINK I’M A
LEADER. IS THIS RIGHT FOR ME?
The most simple way to define leadership is ‘influence’. We all have the ability to influence others. For
some, that will look like communicating to large groups of people; for others it is behind-the-scenes
organisational work; and for others it is the one-to-one personal interactions that will change lives. In
some form, you are an influencer, and therefore you are a leader. The Academy will help you grow your
influence, your confidence and your ability to lead people towards God.

2 - WHERE WOULD I LIVE?
We believe the majority of the experience of Academy doesn’t take place within the classroom but actually
occurs outside of it in the community you make and the family you build around you. Because of this, we
ask that you plan to live at the Forge for your Academy year. The cost of rent for one room, as mentioned
previously, is £300 per month.

In addition to the wages and bills we need to
pay, your Academy fees will cover: access to
teaching resources and books, two overnight
trips and discounted entry to our wholechurch weekend conference, ‘The Cave.’

3 - HOW WELL DO I NEED TO KNOW MY BIBLE?
It is more important to us that you know your Saviour. You don’t need to have memorised sections or
done essays on theology, but you do need to have a relationship with God and an understanding of the
truth of his Word. This year will increase your confidence in navigating your Bible. Starting off with a great
knowledge of references is a benefit, but not a necessity.

4 - AM I READY FOR THIS?
If you are interested and would like any more
information that is not available here, please
email us:

Are you ready for challenge? Are you hungry to be taught? Are you passionate to build God’s house, and
see more people saved? Are you ready for some personal open-heart surgery, to examine the things of
character that need to be removed and the strengths that you have been given to work with? Are you in
love with God? If you answer yes to those questions, you are ready.

5 - HOW CAN I PREPARE TO COME?
academy@freedomchurch.cc
You can also get in touch to arrange a visit to
our campus here in Hereford, to come and
see what you would be getting involved in. We
would love to host you and show you around
our facilities. If you would like to apply, please
fill out our online application form, which will be
sent directly to us.
Following your application, you will receive an
email with more information, such as interview
dates and times. We interview every applicant
to ensure that this is the course for you, to get
to know you a little better, and to answer any
other questions you may have. Once we have
spoken with you and reviewed your application
we will be able to let you know if you have a
place on our Academy, and then the fun begins!

If you are already part of a Freedom location, ask your Group leader what it is that you need to work on
in preparation. Begin to address any character or good disciplines, like reading your Bible or quitting
smoking, before your Academy year so that you will be best prepared when you begin the course.
If you are not a part of Freedom yet, take a look at our DNA and challenge yourself with them. Are those
DNA elements present in your life? Do you live those things? Take time out in preparation to get to know
God more. Read the Bible. Pray. Ask God what He has for you this year. These things are classics for a
reason: they work.

6 - HOW DO I PAY?
You can pay directly from one account to another over the internet, and we can get you all the information
when that time comes. If you need to pay monthly, you need to have paid for the month in full by the first
day of the month. If we have not received finance, you will not be able to participate in the sessions.

7 - DOES THE ACADEMY RESULT IN A QUALIFICATION?
No. Every year we get asked, and we understand that a qualification has a great appeal. However, pursuing
accreditation would mean that we would have to up our costs, do extra teaching subjects and jump through
some hoops that we don’t think are necessary for your develoment as a leader. So we’ve saved you the
cost, and the hassle, and as a result our year does not result in a formal qualification. Just a whole load of
useful practical training and personal development and all the preparation you will need to build church in
any one of our locations!

FREEDOM CHURCH

@freedomacademyuk
WWW.FREEDOMCHURCH.CC

